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HY100P 

HYDRA

ANNIEGLASS 
FALL 2016
In the spirit of camaraderie, the Winter 2016 Collection 
features larger pieces designed for both elegant and casual 
entertaining as well as the growing trend called grazing for 
more casual gatherings instead of sit down meals, where 
guests graze on hearty appetizers and side dishes.

Sustainably produced 
                     and handcrafted
           in the USA.

SCULPTURE
HYDRA + PETAL 

HY100G 

HY100I     
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Dramatic new sculptural 
                      interpretation of a
         single rose petal...

Originally inspired by explorations of 
the Monterey Bay tide pools near her 
California home, Annie has designed 
two additions to compliment Hydra, 
celebrating her unique glass slumping 
process. Now available in Frost with a 
speckled precious metal edge in 24k 
gold or platinum. 

Perfect for that statement piece, 
centerpiece or home decor. Large 
Hydra Frosted 24k gold or platinum 
28 x 12 x 5�  HY100G or P  $420 MSRP, 
Indigo HY100I $420 MSRP. 

The new Petal sculptural bowl is Annie's 
interpretation of a single rose petal 

that works as sculpture, shallow bowl 
or centerpiece. The speckled precious 
metal on the edge mimics the markings 
of an open mussel shell found by the sea. 
Petal Frosted 24k gold or platinum 
15 x 22 x 4.5" F300G or P, Indigo Petal 
15 x 22 x 4.5" IN300 $284 MSRP

PETAL
SCULPTURE
HYDRA + PETAL 

F300P

IN300

F300G  
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Annieglass introduces a larger version of last 
season’s Roman Antique Cheese Board  
21 x 8.5" available in 24k gold or platinum. 
Perfect for entertaining large parties, 
Mod refle ts today’s modern taste with a 
minimalistic approach and is brushed with 
precious metals on one tipped up end of 

the thick oval glass. Inspired by the classic 
Roman Antique line and since the shape is 
so similar to Mod the smaller cheesboard will 
be renamed as part of the Mod collection. 
MD228G or P  $126 MSRP
MD230G or P $193  MSRP 
Now available in 2 sizes.

MOD
CHEESE BOARDS

MD230G

MD228P

MD230P

MOD
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Forever experimenting, Annie’s newest 
line Mod is a modern, Dutch-inspired 
design showcasing rounded edges that 
appear to be dipped in precious metals. 
Mod introduces a Small Oval Server 
5.5 x 11.5", Medium Oval Server 6 x 16.5", 

and Large Oval Server 8 x 22.25" with 
each piece available with 24k gold or 
genuine platinum tips. Large enough for a 
crowd or small enough for two. 
MD150G or P $103, MD151G or P $147, 
MD152G or P $193 MSRP

A new modern classic
           for contemporary
entertaining

MD151P

MD150P

MD150G

MD151G

MD152G

MD152P

MOD
MOD
OVAL SERVERS
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GROVE
LARGE OVAL
SERVING TRAY
Annie introduces the Large Oval Serving 
Tray 19.5 x 13" as a much-needed 
addition to the Annieglass Grove 
Collection. Customers asked for a larger 
serving platter to go with the wildly 
popular wood design. Sustainably 
handmade in California, this perfectly
green line is textured from natural wood 
grain of an actual tree and brings a 
casual, light-hearted touch to brunches, 
bridal showers and gift giving. 
GE116  $105 MSRP

RUFFLE
LARGE OVAL PLATTER 
Adored for its beauty and graceful, 
elegant movement, the Ruffl  collection 
is one of Annie’s most popular. Feminine 
ruffle  accents create an undulating 
ribbon-like oval, flattering any table as 
the statement piece to own. Available in 
24 kt gold or platinum. G232 or P232 
$305 MSRP

GE116

G232

P232
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P231

G227

ROMAN
ANTIQUE
LARGE STEAK PLATTER

G231

Forever evolving Annieglass’ most iconic 
and classic Roman Antique line, Annie 
introduces an even larger 16" Roman Antique 
Large Steak Platter at 16.25 x 12.5", building 
on the momentum and demand of the 
recently released 14" Roman Antique Steak 
Platter. The octagonal-shaped serving piece 

is set with a deep base that allows chefs and 
home cooks alike to transport scratch-made 
meals and barbecue to the table with ease. 
Annie’s unique slumping process ensures 
the 24k gold or platinum edge is beautiful, 
durable and dishwasher safe. G231 or P231 
$200 MSRP.  Now available in 2 sizes.
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E203G  

E204G

E204P

EDGEY 
15" LARGE SQUARE 
PLATTER

Annieglass’ new larger Edgey Square Platter 
15.25 x 15.25" is the perfect answer to 
adding a bit of gilded elegance to formal 
gatherings or the perfect holiday or wedding 
gift. The impressive Edgey Square Platter is 
painstakingly made; firs  cut from thick glass, 

then hand chipped, and hand painted with 
precious metal, kiln fi ed and individually 
signed. Makes a striking statement on 
any table whether used as a year-round 
centerpiece or fille  with hors d’oeuvres at a 
cocktail party. E204G or P  $336 MSRP

ANNIEGLASS
310 Harvest Drive
Watsonville, CA
831.761.2041

annieglass.com
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